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Room to grow
Relocation business’s concern at pressure on housing stock

A RECENT PwC survey suggested that Aberdeen will have 
to attract 120,000 recruits over the next 10 years if it wants 
to realise its potential as a global energy capital.

After 18 years running an award winning relocation business 
which helps find incomers the right accommodation and 
settle in to their new destination Mary Smith has only one 
question: ”Where on earth are they all going to live?”

“This is the worst shortage I have ever experienced.” she 
said. “Another significant problem is that many people have 
totally unrealistic expectations about what they will be 
able to afford in Aberdeen which operates in an economic 
bubble.”

Relocation Scotland was launched by Mary from a spare 
bedroom in her Aberdeen home but now has 10 employees 
and has become the first independent destination service 
provider in Scotland to achieve the EuRA Quality Seal which 
demonstrates excellence in providing relocation services - 
a global quality certificate based on an ISO 9001 process 
management model.

She started the business after several years living in 
Singapore where she had run a similar business.

“Aberdeen is frantically busy at the moment with very little 
property on the market across the board of reasonable to 
good standard,” she said.

“Flats in the city centre are practically nonexistent and, 

with demand outstripping supply, rental levels appear to 
be increasing by the week.  Two-bedroom flats which were 
leasing for £850-£950 last year are now coming on the 
market for £1100 - £1400 and in the £800-£1000 range there 
can be 20 to 30 people trying to get viewing appointments 
as soon as one comes on the market.”

She said that when they were successful in finding properties 
the leases now had to be longer.

“There is no point in offering a six month lease because 12 
months is the minimum being accepted and in some cases 
people are offering above the rent being asked and even 
paying a year or more in advance to try to secure a property.

“There is always a mini-crisis in the summer because families 
moving to Aberdeen want to find a house and move in so 
their children can start their new school at the beginning 
of the academic year but the competition this year is more 
intense than ever before.

“With the oil and gas industry so buoyant many expats are 
returning to the UK because their skills are in demand and 
the tenants who have been occupying their homes are now 
having to find alternative accommodation. This is reducing 
normal inventory of available properties.

“There has also been a dramatic increase in single executives 
on projects in the city who are looking for flats instead of 
staying in hotels.  

MARY SMITH, 
RELOCATION SCOTLAND
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“We are trying to find properties before they go on the open 
market so we can give our clients a better choice.”

However she explained that some people arrive in the city 
with no comprehension of what they will be able to rent for 
their money and many are on ‘local terms’ which means they 
receive very little if any accommodation allowance.

“I had a client recently expecting to find a three bedroom 
house in Kingswells or Westhill 
for £1000 a month but to get 
that it is likely to cost him £1400 
or £1500 which he cannot afford.

“Somewhere like Oldmeldrum 
might have been an option but 
he doesn’t have a car and the 
public transport infrastructure 
isn’t in place to allow him to live 
there and work in Westhill, unless 
he is prepared to take more than 
two hours to get to work.

“Another couple from London expected a two bedroom 
modern city centre flat for under £650 a month. They upped 
their budget to £700 but the stark reality is that to get what 
they have in their minds will cost between £900 and £1100 
a month.

“This will undoubtedly impact on the efforts to bring in the 
skills which the oil and gas and renewables industries require 
if potential employees can’t find anywhere to live.

“Single executive engineers or young couples generally 
want to be in town so they can walk to the pubs, theatres 
and restaurants but there are very few good quality two 
bedroom flats available.

“People with families are usually looking for a house within 
the catchment area of a particular school but many of the 
schools have limited availability even if they are able to find 
a house.

“If they move out of town it can cause transport difficulties.”

As well as helping clients find suitable housing Relocation 
Scotland, recently selected as “Vendor of the Year” by 
BP for the Eastern Hemisphere, provides vital support on 
schooling, leisure activities and cultural differences to allow 
them to settle in quickly.

“We also offer a familiarisation service for companies during 
the final interview process so candidates have a clear idea 
about the cost of living, the housing available and the 
transport links, or sometimes the lack of transport links, so if 
they are offered the job they won’t get any nasty surprises 
when they arrive. This hasn’t prompted anyone not to 
come but when they do arrive, at least their expectations 
are realistic. It also shows the individual that the company 
values their skills enough to provide this sort of service for 
potential employees.”

She said that as well as a housing shortage, the lack of 
school places could ultimately deter people  from coming 
to Aberdeen.

“There are few, if any, nursery and Primary 1 places in private 
schools and full time nursery places are so hard to find that 
local residents are putting their names on waiting lists as 
soon as they become pregnant.

“All we could find for one lady who arrived recently was one 

full day and two half days and the nursery manageress said 
she could fill it three times over with people looking for full-
time places.

“There are also a lot more female engineers in the oil and gas 
business now and their husbands are also working so they 
have to find full-time nursery places.

“The pressure on supply is becoming a serious problem and 
as we head towards the busiest 
time of the year we are going 
to struggle to find people 
the right size and quality of 
property - and this has rarely 
been the case before.

“I don’t think the day is too 
far off when people, whose 
skills are badly needed, will 
be turning down the chance 
to work in Aberdeen because 

they can’t find good accommodation in the city and living out 
of town is impractical because of the lack of infrastructure.

“Traffic around the city, especially at peak times, is a disgrace 
and it is going to be several years yet before the bypass 
alleviates that situation. 

“There is a single lane road to the international airport and 
the major developments underway in Dyce, Kingswells, 
Westhill, and  Altens will make the situation worse.

“On top of that there is an 8000 home development plan for 
Elsick and if most of the people there have to go to town to 
work it is going to be gridlock.

“Europe’s oil capital should have had better infrastructure 
decades ago.  Let’s hope the lack of it does not do irreparable 
damage to the city’s future prosperity.”

MARY SMITH, 
RELOCATION SCOTLAND

“There has also been a dramatic 
increase in single executives on 
projects in the city who are looking for 

flats instead of staying in hotels.”

Aberdeen’s soaring position on growth tables highlights the chronic 
shortage of suitable accommodation for the workforce 

(credit: PwC Good Growth Report)
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The overall Index values for cities 
defined by TTWAs (plus London on  
an aggregated borough basis) are 
summarised in Figure 2. The Index 
values are defined relative to a UK 
national average value of zero, so that a 
negative Index value suggests overall 
performance on the ten indicators in the 
Index below the UK average, while a 
positive Index value indicates an above 
average performance.

More specifically, if a city has an Index 
value of, say, -0.5 then this can be 
interpreted as having a weighted average 
score on the ten indicators that is, on 
average, half a standard deviation below 
the UK national average. 

The Index is presented in this way since 
variables need to be normalised in order 
to be combined into a single Index. We 
follow standard practice here in doing this 
by scoring each variable in terms of the 
number of standard deviations from the 
national average for each city and 
variable in the Index. 

This is the same approach used in our 
original Good Growth Index and many 
other similar indices created in the past 
by PwC and other organisations. It gets 
over the ‘apples and pears’ problem  
that is always encountered when 
constructing indices with a range of 
disparate variables.

One point that emerges is that, in 
general, the cities with the most negative 
scores tend to be in less affluent regions 
(e.g. Sunderland and Middlesbrough in 
the North East or Bradford in Yorkshire 
& Humberside) while the cities with the 
most positive scores tend to be in more 
affluent areas such as Oxford, Reading, 
Bristol and (due to North Sea oil) 
Aberdeen. In addition, the highest 
ranking cities in our Index tend to do 
relatively well on jobs (linked to income) 
and health as well as providing for the 
future and the environment. There is, 
however, a price for their success seen in 
relatively low scores for work-life balance 
and housing affordability. 

Figure 2: Demos-PwC Good Growth for Cities Index
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Bibby Remote Intervention Limited (BRIL) has secured a 
contract worth up to £40million from Centrica Energy.  It is a 
three year contract with two, two year extension options and 
is the largest inspection, repair and maintenance contract 
Centrica has ever awarded.

The contract with BRIL’s Survey, IRM division and Bibby 
Offshore’s diving services will create 10 new onshore jobs in 
Aberdeen and up to 40 offshore. 

The company will provide Centrica Energy with all onshore 
and offshore support functions for both remote operated 
vehicles and diving support vessels. It will cover the Northern, 
Southern, Central and East Irish Sea as well as Dutch regions 
and potentially Trinidad.

BRIL managing director, Mike Arnold, said: “This is a 
significant contract win and really showcases the impressive 
level of work and resources BRIL can provide.”

Aker Solutions has won a contract to provide hook-up, 
commissioning and facility management services to Premier 
Oil at the operator’s Solan field development, west of 
Shetland.

The hook-up project will see two subsea production and 
two subsea injection wells tied back to a fixed production 
platform located in Block 205/26a of the UK North Sea, the 
first of its kind west of Shetland.

The platform, which will not be permanently manned, will 
produce oil that will be stored in a subsea tank before being 
exported via an oil-offloading system to shuttle tankers.

Worth in excess of £30 million, the contract is valid for three 
years from first oil, with two one-year extension options. 
Work will be led from Aker Solutions in Aberdeen. First oil is 
expected in the fourth quarter of 2014.

New figures showing significant growth in train passenger 
numbers across the North-east of Scotland underline the need 
for greater investment in rail infrastructure, according to the 
region’s transport partnership Nestrans.

Rail station use in the region has increased by 78% between 
2004/05 and 2011/12 compared to a Scotland-wide increase of 
51% for the same period, according to figures published by the 
Office of the Rail Regulator.

The strongest growth has been achieved at stations north of 
Aberdeen with Dyce recording a 151% increase since 2004/05 
and Inverurie a 216% increase in passenger numbers. Stations 
south of Aberdeen have also recorded growth ahead of the 
Scottish average with passenger numbers at Portlethen up by 
77% and Stonehaven/Laurencekirk by 62%. Use of Aberdeen 
station grew by 64%.

However, the figures also show that despite the region having 
almost 9% of Scotland’s total population it still accounts for less 
than 3% of the country’s rail station passengers, suggesting that 
there are constraints on passenger uptake. Despite the growth 
in passenger numbers and demonstrable propensity to travel 
by rail in the North-east, the region receives only a fraction of 
the rail investment made in Scotland as a whole with subsidy 
currently running to approximately £750 million a year.

Nestrans is currently progressing a number of projects to 
enhance rail services in the region, including plans for a new 
station at Kintore as part of the Aberdeen to Inverness rail 
improvement scheme to reduce journey time and improve 
frequency.

Derick Murray, director of Nestrans, said: “The cumulative 
growth in rail passenger numbers in the North-east since 2004 
is impressive and where we have been able to make investment 
in the rail network it has paid considerable dividends. In the 
past year alone, more than five million passengers used stations 
across the region, compared to fewer than three million a year 
in 2004.

“However, when we look at the region’s population as a whole 
it is travelling less by train than would be expected; in overall 
terms we receive only a tiny proportion of rail investment in 
Scotland. Prioritising rail spend in the North-east, based on the 
successes to date, could bring significant benefits to the region 
by reducing the need for car journeys and shifting us towards 
a properly integrated transport network that would support 
economic development and quality of life aspirations,” said Mr Murray.

The Government has launched a campaign to highlight the cash 
incentives available to businesses if they take on an unemployed 
young person. 

The Youth Contract Wage Incentive gives employers the 
opportunity to claim £2,275 if they take on an unemployed 
18-24 year-old through JobCentre Plus on a full-time basis, or 
£1,137.50 for part-time work between 16 and 29 hours a week.

The wage incentives are available to private, voluntary and 
community sectors and social enterprise employers. For further 
information, contact your local employment advisor Cath Munro 
at Aberdeen Jobcentre Plus on 01224 802560 or employer.
partnershipaberdeen@jobcentreplus.gsi.gov.uk

Aker Solutions wins 
contract from Premier Oil

Momentous win for Bibby Rail investment required

Employers offered cash 
incentive
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Bob Collier
Chief Executive

2014 and all that

IN THE immortal words of that great philosopher Groucho 
Marx, “marriage is a wonderful institution, but who wants 
to live in an institution?” You may feel similarly conflicted 
about the independence debate to date. 

Of course it is important - a once every 300 years decision 
- and we will all give the matter serious and thoughtful 
consideration. We will all independently make our decisions 
as citizens, on the basis of the insights revealed from the 
light shining on key issues rather than the heat generating 
from political assertion. 

But it is not the most important issue in most of our lives. 
It comes behind our families, our health, our jobs and our 
future prosperity. As another 20th century philosopher 
said, “It’s the economy, stupid” - in this case one William 
Jefferson Clinton.

Your Chamber has a duty to inform members, represent 
your views faithfully to the world and maintain apolitical 
objectivity. We also have a responsibility not to bury you 
in unnecessary detail - there will be no shortage of detail 
from many other sources. We should all avoid becoming 
busy fools.

Here at your Chamber, we have been giving some thought 
to how we manage and cut through the sheer volume 
of speculation to find the facts, and how we then select 
(without favour) the appropriate information which will 
help you to form your own view. 

Here are the main elements of our approach.

•	 Your Chamber will focus on policy, not politics.

•	 Not all the big issues can be resolved with the result 
of the referendum, but only afterwards in negotiation. 
The first step is to identify the options.

•	 As a result of devolution, Scotland already has a different 
future to the rest of the UK, with responsibility for 
policy and expenditure on health, education, economic 
development and other areas. The only question with 
these areas of government activity is whether tax-
raising powers are added to ensure that both authority 
and responsibility are in the same place. Therefore 
these issues could be regarded as not decisive. 

•	 The focus of the debate should, therefore, concentrate 
on the additional powers that Scotland would assume 
if we all vote for independence, and the consequences 
for enterprise. These include defence, monetary policy, 
foreign affairs and oil and gas policy.

This thoughtful approach will give your Chamber robust 
foundations for analysis which will help us to sort the wheat 
from the chaff and to identify what your Chamber should 
regard as important for you.  

On these foundations here’s how we intend to build 
between now and September 2014:

•	 survey your opinions to make sure we know what 
matters to you;

•	 focus our effort on the new responsibilities which would 
be assumed by an independent Scotland, identifying 
the full range of options, the position taken by each 
campaign, realistic alternatives and the impacts on 
commerce;

•	 give you the opportunity to meet the proponents of 
each campaign;

•	 prepare ‘live’ briefing papers on each key issue (these 
will start with many gaps which we will try to fill for you 
over time, or accept known unknowns);

•	 give a platform to members who want to express a 
view.

We trust that you will find this selective approach more 
useful and less confusing than the alternatives. At no stage 
in this process will your Chamber express a view, either in 
support of independence or against it.

One final thought – and perish the thought. 

If it becomes clear that the information that we need to 
decide our future will only be available after a referendum 
during a process of negotiation with the Bank of England, 
the rest of the UK, the EU, NATO and so on, could the 
Independence ‘package’ that we vote for be different to 
the independence ‘package’ that we eventually get? 

Food for thought.

Bob Collier
Chief Executive
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Fresh applications for a share of a £30,000 fund are being 
accepted by business organisation Aberdeen Inspired after 
the first bids for support were successfully completed.

The business-led initiative, in which levy payers within the 
city’s Business Improvement District (BID) contribute to 
fund projects to enhance the zone, has put the money in 
place to support companies committed to investing in the 
appearance of their property.

Up to twenty individual grants of up to £1,500 are available 
after two successful pilot projects in which city centre 
restaurants benefited from the initiative.

Howies, on Chapel Street, and French eatery Montmartre, 
on Justice Mill Lane, carried out a range of work after 
completing the application process. A key feature of the 
scheme is the requirement for each applicant to match the 
funding provided by Aberdeen Inspired.

Sam Dhadwar, general manager of Montmartre, said: “Justice 
Mill Lane has been the subject of major development in 
recent years and there is a real buzz in the area. We wanted 
to play our part and the investment from Aberdeen Inspired 
was welcome.

“We contribute to the organisation through the levy system 
and it is encouraging to see the funds being redistributed 
to businesses who are keen to play their part in the exciting 
plans for the city centre. We all have a part to play.”

The initiative follows projects such as maintenance of 
guttering on city centre businesses and the deep clean of 
pavements prior to the Olympic Torch Relay in the summer.
Aberdeen Inspired chief executive Susan Bree said: 
“Attractive City is one of five key themes at the heart of our 
business plan and the shopfront improvement scheme is an 
example of the way in which businesses within the district 
can make a real difference to the overall appeal of Aberdeen.

“So many of our levy payers take tremendous pride in the

exterior of their premises and the grant scheme allows us to 
support them in making ongoing improvements. The money can 
be used for anything from creating floral displays and installing 
hanging baskets to complete refurbishments of shopfronts.

“The two restaurants which have received assistance can testify 
to the straightforward nature of the application process, which 
has been designed to ensure there is no great administration 
burden. We want to encourage more businesses to consider 
applying and to help us meet our objective of creating a more 
attractive city, one part of our ambition to increase footfall in 
the BID.”

The Satrosphere Science Centre in Aberdeen has launched a 
£7million fundraising campaign to enable it to double in size.

The vision for Satrosphere is to create new learning, teaching 
and corporate spaces and bring in a new permanent exhibition.

As part of the refurbishment there will be a change in focus to 
the science of “energy.” 

Energy is rarely emphasised throughout science centres in 
Europe, and Satrosphere is the perfect science centre to 
lead this theme, with a hugely profitable energy industry in 
Aberdeen.

It is anticipated the fund raising campaign will take two years 
to complete, with the money coming from a range of sources.  
Through this effort, it is expected visitor numbers will increase 
from 55,000 to around 70,000 as well as doubling the number 
of school visits each year.  

The vision for the centre is the outcome of months of research 
and consultation with major stakeholders and will support 
Satrosphere’s mission to bring science to people of all ages in 
an engaging way.

Dr Paul Jennings, chief executive, said: “The plan is to 
completely refresh the centre and in doing so create a dynamic 
and contemporary showcase for science in which audiences 
are actively encouraged to learn through ‘hands-on’ enquiry.  
Successful science centres draw on the context of their local 
science and ‘energy’ was a theme that came up consistently in 
our discussions with stakeholders in the City and Shire. 

“Our plans will enable us to create a credible science centre 
which places a spotlight on the expanding energy sector.”

Professor Dominic Houlihan Chair of the Satrosphere Board 
said: “We’re very much viewing this as Aberdeen’s opportunity 
to create a science centre of great impact and importance to 
promoting science in the North of Scotland.

“The newly developed science centre will focus on the three 
‘e’s’ of Energy, Education and the Experience.  We’re excited 
by the potential of a fully refreshed science centre and are 
committed to try and realise the new vision.”

Putting BID on the map

Sam Dhadwar, general manager of Montmarte with 
head chef Rory Brown

Global experts, with local 
knowledge: Aberdeen's 
favourite payroll solution. www.activpayroll.com

Satrosphere pursues 
science of energy
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International energy services company Proserv has 
launched a global research and development hub in 
Norway to design subsea controls and communications 
technologies.
This new group strengthens Proserv’s evolving 
international infrastructure in support of its subsea 
production systems business which include facilities in 
the UK providing subsea systems test and assembly in 
Aberdeenshire and subsea controls systems design and 
manufacture in Great Yarmouth.

Atkins has been selected to provide safety engineering 
services to Shell under a new Enterprise Framework 
Agreement.
The four-year contract allows Atkins to provide technical 
and safety engineering services to Shell’s onshore and 
offshore assets worldwide.

International oilfield services company Expro has been 
awarded a £6.5million ($10million) contract to provide 
equipment and services in support of a client’s offshore 
project in the Santos Basin, in Brazil.
Expro has been contracted to provide heavy oil well 
testing to post-salt wells and data management 
services through partner company Baker Hughes.

The BIG Partnership has been awarded two industry 
accolades by the Recommended Agency Register 
(RAR).
The RAR Awards highlight agencies which have 
received the highest ratings from its clients across a 
range of disciplines, including advertising, value for 
money and effectiveness. 
The BIG Partnership was one of only two Scottish 
companies to be shortlisted, and the only Scottish firm 
to win picking up the Corporate Communications and 
On Budget awards.

Almost 400 guests attended the annual fundraising 
lunch in the  Marcliffe Hotel which raised  £17,000 for 
CLAN Cancer Support.
For the third year in a row the event was sponsored by 
BP which enables every penny raised to go directly to 
CLAN.
Attendees heard a talk by Joanne Golder who shared 
her experiences with cancer and spoke of how CLAN 
provided support throughout her journey.
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CONTACT: Gordon Robertson, Tax Senior Manager

email: gordon.robertson@aab.co.uk
9 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YL
tel: 01224 625111   fax: 01224 626007   
website: www.aab.co.uk

RTI and Company 
Directors
Real Time Information (“RTI”) is a new system of PAYE 
reporting, which started for most employers on 6 
April 2013. Under RTI, employers with a PAYE scheme 
have to send details online to HMRC every time a 
director is paid.

The course of action for many directors, particularly 
those of owner managed businesses that do not have 
credit balances on their loan accounts, is to draw a 
regular monthly salary and take the rest as dividends. 
However, there are a number of ways in which a 
director may decide to take money out of a company 
- by way of earnings, a loan, dividends and by 
reimbursement of personal expenses etc. The 
difficulty is that RTI PAYE information has to be sent to 
HMRC online and generally this must be done “on or 
before” each payment is made. 

This rule is particularly tricky for NIC purposes in its 
application to certain anticipated payments and 
related advances. If sums are taken in anticipation of 
dividends and are made good out of dividends, that’s 
not an advance of earnings but, if the advances are 
made good out of fees or bonuses then it is earnings 
and an NIC liability will attach at the point in time 
when the original advance was taken. That would 
mean that the RTI submissions already sent to HMRC 
are inaccurate and, from 6 April 2013, HMRC will 
potentially be able to recover from the company not 
just the additional NIC found to be due but also 
interest and penalties in relation to each incorrect RTI 
return.   

In dealing with RTI submissions, a key question for 
directors and their companies is what counts as the 
making of a payment of remuneration for PAYE 
purposes. The main tax and NIC considerations 
around directors are not changing but RTI does make 
it essential to decide the time that a director draws 
money from a company, the precise nature of that 
payment and to have evidence to support that 
decision. 
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MARK FOSTER may have been multiple world champion, 
European champion and world record holder but the medal 
he cherishes most is a bronze from the Commonwealth 
Games in Auckland in 1990.

On that occasion, he followed the same advice he now gives 
to businessmen and women in his career as a motivational 
speaker - he went about his task determined simply to be as 
good as he could be.

He surpassed even his own expectations and won his first 
individual medal at a major championship.

“I still remember walking around on cloud nine,” he said. “I 
think it’s because I didn’t have any expectations. On paper 
I didn’t stand a chance. It was really a case of going there, 
making the final and seeing what happened. On the day I 
over-excelled and that is the medal which gave me the 
biggest buzz.”

He went on to become probably Britain’s most successful 
swimmer of all time without every fulfilling his dream - 
although he says that without that dream he might not have 
enjoyed such success.

“I encourage people to reach for the stars and my star was 
an Olympic gold medal and although I went to five Olympics, 
I never won that gold medal. I won six world Championships, 
11 European Championships and broke the world record 
eight times but if there hadn’t been something I wanted to 
achieve I might not have been so successful.

“If you can look in the mirror and say you have done 
everything you possibly can then you have been as good as 
you can be.”

He said it was also important to cope with both the highs 
and lows,  learn from them and constantly set new targets.

He explained that after coming down from the high of 
breaking a world record he would set new targets to 
progress in major championships or the Olympics.
Out of the pool, he says his greatest moment was leading 
the GB team as the flag bearer in the Parade of Nations in 
the 2008 Beijing Olympics.

Mark retired from competition following that event  but 
is considering returning to the Masters circuit , following 
pressure from friends, to give himself some new goals.

Hosting the Northern Star Business Awards will be his first 
visit to Aberdeen but he will be back in Scotland next year to 
commentate on the Commonwealth Games for the BBC with 
Clare Balding and admits he would love to be competing.

“On the outside you get a little older but inside you are still 
15 and thinking ‘I would like to do it again’ but my body 
would break down.”

Immediately after the 2008 Olympics Mark took part in 
Strictly Come Dancing, forcing him to work outside his 
comfort zone, something else he advises people to try to 
raise their achievement levels.

He continues to demonstrate his nifty footwork with 
Australian Natalie Lowe and he said: “We are good mates 
and we actually have a company together. We even went 
down to Austria, to  Vienna, and danced in front of a load of 
people. I tell everyone to look at her if they want to see what 
to do and if they want to have fun look at me.”

Mark is one of the most popular motivational speakers on 
the circuit with the ability to talk to a variety of audiences 
about his 20 year career at the top.

He is involved with a number of charities and is a patron of 
The Anaphylaxis Campaign, the UK charity for people with 
severe allergies.

MARK FOSTER



IT’S BACK... THE BIGGEST HOME 
IMPROVEMENTS EXHIBITION IN THE 
NORTH OF SCOTLAND!
Scottish Home Show, in association with TradesAdvisor.com 
and sponsored by Dandara, Claymore Homes, Laings Directline 
and Bon Accord Glass, will once again be showcasing the latest 
in home and garden design, gadgets and interiors.

TV star Carol Smillie returns for a second year and brings with 
her Ground Force’s Tommy Walsh, who will be giving DIY 
presentations over the weekend.

Tickets on sale now at online at
www.ticketmaster.co.uk
Looking to exhibit? Call our office
for more details on 01224 626000.

visit ScottishHomeShow.com for
more information on exhibiting and visiting

Over 200

Exhibitors

Confirme
d!

@ScotHomeShow

Finalists Announced for
Trades Awards 2013
Outstanding tradesmen and trades businesses in the 
North East of Scotland are recognised, as finalists of the 
first ever Trades Awards are announced.

The awards, which were launched in January 2013 by TradesAdvisor, aim 
to reward and recognise exceptional talent and success within the trade 
industry, in categories including young trades person, innovation, best in 
customer service and best trades employer.

Isla Stewart, Business Development Manager at TradesAdvisor said: “The 
launch of the first ever North East Trades Awards has been a huge success. 
We have been overwhelmed by the number of applications, and by the 
time and effort that has gone into them. The ambition, drive and creativity 
that has been shown from all applicants, including some of the younger, 
less established trades businesses has left our judges with some very 
difficult decisions to make. We are now all looking forward to meeting 
with our finalists on the 2nd May 2013, before celebrating the winners at 
the award ceremony on the 6th June 2013, at Aberdeen Football Club”

The Awards Ceremony is raising funds for Aberdeen-based charity 
Befriend a Child, with their C.E.O. Karen Farquhar also a member of the 
judging panel. 

Karen said: “I am absolutely delighted that TradesAdvisor have chosen 
Befriend a Child as the beneficiaries from this year’s Trades Awards.  Local 
Tradesmen being recognised for their excellence while also helping local 
children, in terms of money raised on the night, is another perfect 
example of the incredible support we, as an organisation, receive from the 
community. I am also delighted to have been asked to be a judge for the 
awards and look forward to a long standing relationship with Trades 
Advisor going forward.”

For more information on the event or to enquire about 
booking a table, please visit www.tradesawards.com 
or call 01224 626000

The Trades Awards finalists in each category are:

Home Improvement Interior
(sponsored by John Lewis)
Jane’s Design Studio; All Design; 
Lifestyle Technology Ltd

Home Improvement Exterior
(sponsored by B&Q)
Classic Abode; Dab Den; Wayne 
Combe Roofers

Best Trades Business 0-10
(sponsored by the FSB)
FM Construction; Green Tracks; Mark 
Kennedy Heating Solutions; Classic 
Abode

Best Trades Business 11+
(sponsored by TradesAdvisor)
Bancon; Glencraft; Dandara; R 
Davidson Painter and Decorator

Innovation
(sponsored by Eye Candy)
Winner announced on the night

Trades Employer of the Year 
(sponsored by Peninsula Business 
Services)
Bancon; Glencraft; Dandara

Best in Customer Service
(sponsored by STV)
Wayne Comb Roofing; Tayco 
Plumbing; Mark Kennedy Heating 
Solutions

New Business Award
(sponsored by Scottish Home Show)
Wayne Combe Roofing; Mark 
Kennedy Heating Solutions

Young Trades Person of the Year
(sponsored by Befriend a Child)
Mark Kennedy Heating Solutions; 
Murray Stevenson Joinery and 
Building Contractor; Tayco Plumbing

Excellence in IT
Winner announced on night

EXCITED: The 2013 Finalists and Judges

Thursday 6th June 2013
Richard Donald Stand
Aberdeen Football Club

MARK FOSTER
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North Star Shipping, a division of the family-owned global 
shipping and energy services firm Craig Group, has been 
awarded a contract with BP worth £63million.

The multi-service contract is for five years with a possible 
extension of five years and includes tanker assist, platform 
supply and emergency and response rescue vessels, all 
supporting BP’s operations in the North Sea. 

Four vessels, with a possible fifth to be added are being 
contracted - the Grampian Talisker, Grampian Frontier, 
Grampian Conquest and Grampian Dee. 

Callum Bruce, managing director of North Star, said: “The 
award of this contract strengthens our relationship with BP 
who we have worked with for over 25 years. We continue to 
invest heavily in our fleet which has cemented our position 
as the largest British wholly-owned fleet engaged in the UK 
offshore industry.”

Transport operator FirstGroup has been officially recognised 
in the UK’s leading and most in-depth voluntary benchmark 
of corporate responsibility, Business in the Community’s 
Corporate Responsibility Index (CR Index).

First has achieved “gold” company status for its operations 
across the UK and North America, improving on the “silver” 
status it secured over the previous five years.

First scored full marks for its approach to community 
investment and climate change in the assessment.  The 
company also achieved 90% and above in the environmental 
management, workplace management and employee 
development categories.

Stephen  Howard,  chief  executive, Business in the Community 
said: “The CR Index  tells us that, despite the complexities 
of this agenda and the tough economic challenges they’re 
facing, our leading companies are continuing to invest in 
responsible  business  and  truly  integrate  it  within their 
operations.”

North-east charity CLAN Cancer Support has bolstered its 
team with the addition of Olympic swimming star Robbie 
Renwick as its latest high-profile patron.

The 24-year-old’s new role was announced during a visit to 
the organisation’s CLAN House base in Aberdeen.

He joins Open golf champion and Ryder Cup star Paul 
Lawrie, who became a patron last year, on a varied list of 
patrons with a wide range of skills and expertise.

Robbie was a key part of the Team GB swimming team for 
the Olympics in London, having previously competed at 
the games in Beijing in 2008, and won a gold medal and 
two silvers during his Commonwealth Games appearances 
in 2006 and 2010. The 200m and 400m freestyle swimmer 
was also a double British champion last year.

Charity work in Africa by Westhill-based specialist oil service 
firm ThinJack Ltd has inspired a business on the other side 
of the Atlantic to do its bit for a good cause.

ThinJack Ltd has been supporting an innovative project to 
provide education to some of Angola’s poorest children at 
a school which has been established thanks to the efforts 
of local man Kisuka Baltazar.  He is gradually funding the 
improvement of the current school in the capital Luanda 
using contributions from his own salary and a small number 
of donations from oil and gas companies working in Angola 
including ThinJack Ltd.

As well as providing cash, securing donations and 
transporting stationery to the school, ThinJack Ltd’s work 
has now inspired Zupt LLC to get involved and the US-based 
company is providing logistical and storage assistance.

Keith Vickery of Zupt said: “We were fascinated to learn 
about the work the team are doing in Angola and it really 
struck a chord with us, so we were delighted to lend our 
support to this very worthy cause.”

Vessels commissioned

Vessel Grampian Talisker

Travel providers 
benchmark corporate 
responsibility

Leading and inspiring by 
example

Guy Bromby, ThinJack

Olympic patron for CLAN
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Aberdeen Harbour Board continues  
to secure its role as a significant 
contributor towards the long term 
future prosperity of the North East.

The Board is actively pursuing 
opportunities to redevelop the 
infrastructure of the port, which is a 
main driver of economic activity in  
the region.

At its recent Annual Public Meeting, 
chief executive Colin Parker shared 

the vision of how a new expansion of the port could be developed at 
Nigg Bay – a significant infrastructure project that will allow Aberdeen 
Harbour to capitalise on the anticipated growth in offshore oil and gas 
activity and the renewables sector, not to mention increasing its ability 
to attract bigger cruise ships with greater numbers of tourists and also 
reinforcing its connections with the Northern Isles. The potential 
expansion of the facilities was identified by the Scottish Government as 
a nationally significant development. 

Mr Parker said: “We have been greatly encouraged by the initial 
response to our vision of building on the success of Aberdeen Harbour 
albeit the planning and community engagement processes for any new 
development is still at an early stage. However, to safeguard continued 
prosperity for Aberdeen and the wider region, a modern, vibrant, fit-for-

purpose harbour is essential. Aberdeen Harbour must therefore 
continue to adapt to ensure that the services and facilities it provides 
remain technically relevant in this age of increasing vessel dimensions 
and intensified cargo activity.”

Overall vessel tonnage handled by the port increased by eight per cent, 
from 25.91 million tonnes in 2011, to the highest ever at 28.19 million 
tonnes in 2012. The Harbour also saw an eight per cent increase in cargo 
handled, increasing from 4.76 million tonnes in 2011 to 5.14 million 
tonnes in 2012 – another record for the port.

As a result, Aberdeen Harbour’s annual turnover increased by 13 per 
cent to £27.37million from £24.06million in 2011, recording a retained 
profit of £7.46million.

Mr Parker added: “We continue with a strategy of reinvesting all profits 
back into the port delivering continuous improvement and ensuring that 
we are well equipped to meet the needs of our customers and play our 
part in attracting new business to Aberdeen. 

Aberdeen Harbour is one of the UK’s busiest ports and the centre of 
activity for the energy industry’s marine operations in North-west 
Europe with trading links to more than 40 countries across the world.

With a wide range of industry sectors contributing to record annual 
traffic figures, activity at the port generates over £500million to the 
region’s economy each year and helps sustain around 11,000 full-time 
equivalent jobs.

Aberdeen Harbour sets its sights on continued 
growth and future prosperity
Colin Parker, Chief Executive, Aberdeen Harbour Board

IS YOUR  
BUSINESS

GOING PLACES?

Aberdeen Harbour is one of the UK’s most well-
connected ports and the centre of activity for the 
energy industry’s marine operations in north-west 
Europe. With trading links to over 40 countries, the 
port is key to sustaining the commercial growth of 
the region and a vital part of Scotland’s transport 
infrastructure.

If your business is growing its trade 
internationally we are working hard to see 
you get there.

www.aberdeen-harbour.co.uk

AHB_32737 Chamber-advertorial-fpge.indd   1 17/05/2013   16:33

ADVERTORIAL
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Staying safe around the clock
New centre aims to tackle accident toll

WITH THE oil and gas industry at the heart of its economy 
there is probably no area in the country as aware of the 
importance of health and safety in the workplace as the 
North-east of Scotland.

However people are at greater risk of injury or death 
away from their workplace when they tend to be less 
focused on potential dangers and Absafe, a pioneering 
Aberdeen charity, is trying to remedy that.

More children die each year as a result of accidents 
than from illnesses such as meningitis or leukemia and 
Aberdeen has a higher rate of child accidents than 
anywhere else in Scotland.

The cost to businesses in the North-east of lost output 
due to road deaths in one year alone is £20 million and 
one in six of all accidental deaths is as a result of injury 
sustained in the home.

Absafe’s mission is to keep people safe and save lives 
and it is looking to the business community to support 
that challenge.

Chief Executive Emma Bellu and her three permanent 
staff, backed by a team of volunteers, have raised 
£400,000 towards a groundbreaking training centre 
which will be open by early next year.

They are just £60,000 short of the total they need to 
secure the site, fund the outfitting costs and run the 
centre for the first few months - and £60,000 is less than 
one third of the cost of a fatal road collision.

The Safe will house an interactive “village” with a 
purpose-built house, a road, railway line, a bus, driving 
simulators, a building site area, a park and more.

There will be “sets”, each dealing with a different safety 
or social issue such as road safety, home safety, fire 
safety, first aid, anti-social behaviour, doorstep cheats 
and internet safety.

“What we plan to do is use these scenarios to teach 
people by experience,” said Emma.

“It’s no good just going and talking to people because it’s 
not effective in the long term. It doesn’t change people’s 
behaviour and, for example, when people undertake 
offshore survival training they experience a helicopter 
going into the water upside down. They don’t just get 
told about it because that’s not enough and we believe 
it is the same for other situations which can put you in 
danger. You have to experience it and learn how to deal 
with it.”

Emma, who is originally from Brighton, studied chemistry 
and law at Sussex University before moving to Aberdeen 
with her husband, a production chemist in the oil industry.

“When I arrived, I joined Absafe and there were just 
two of us - Doug Duthie the coordinator and myself as 
administrator,” she said.

“That was nearly 10 years ago and I became chief 
executive three and a half years ago when Doug retired.

EMMA BELLU, ABSAFE
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“Absafe has changed beyond recognition since I started. 
It has grown and grown and changed its ambitions.”

She explained that the charity was originally about 
supporting community groups with their own ideas 
about how to improve their safety but were finding it 
difficult to secure the funding.

That work continues but now a 
major part of Absafe’s activity 
relates to raising awareness about 
what can be done to improve 
safety and providing education.

“In the workplace everyone knows 
why health and safety is important 
– and it is paramount to this area 
especially. But once you leave 
work, out on the road and driving 
home you’re relaxed and not thinking about safety quite 
as much and we want help raise people’s awareness of 
why they need to care about it and think about it.

“What we do translates into health and safety in the 
workplace. It’s all transferable skills, it’s the same 
awareness, the same ability to judge risks, just in a 
different environment.

“Those who are most vulnerable to accidents and injury 
are obviously children, older people and those from more 
deprived areas are so we tend to focus on where we will 
make the most difference and the most impact. 

“We are also fortunate that we have support from many 
of our corporate partners who totally believe in what 
we’re doing and why we are doing it. They go out into the 
community with us which helps their staff development 
and we get an added level of expertise to what we do.”

She urged businesses to support the charity and said: 
“We need their time and resources. There are numerous 
ways in which they can work with us in partnership to 
give back to the community in which they operate.

“They can share their knowledge and expertise while 
developing their skills through community outreach 
projects covering topics such as home safety, domestic 
abuse, or road and cycle safety.

“We also need volunteers to help us deliver practical 
safety demonstrations and construct safety sets and 
education programmes for ‘The Safe.’ 

“We are looking for people to work with Absafe throughout 
the year creating and delivering these educational events 
to communities throughout the North-east, spreading 
the safety message and helping to save lives.”

She explained that there were economic benefits for 
companies in addition to lives being saved and injuries 
avoided.

“A partnership with Absafe enhances employee health 
and safety awareness and goes a long way to help 
minimise employee absence and lost time incidents 
caused by accidents or crime to either staff or their 
families.

“It also demonstrates an organisation’s investment 
and commitment to the wellbeing of its workforce and 
highlights the value it places in its people.”

Emma said that they were seeking new board members 
to help guide the organisation at a vital time.

“We are looking for someone to join the board who is a 
financial director and we also need someone who is an 
expert in corporate communications. We would also like 
someone of managing director level to join us - someone 
who has experience in running a business.  These skills 

will enhance those of our existing 
board members and help Absafe 
get ready for the major changes 
that are happening with the 
development of The Safe.

“It’s a really important time for us 
because we are expanding so fast 
we have to be careful that we do 
it in the right way to ensure our 
future success. We want to make 
sure we get it right from the start 

so we are able to deliver our ambitions.”

EMMA BELLU, ABSAFE

“More children die each year as 
a result of accidents than from 
illnesses such as meningitis or 
leukemia and Aberdeen has a 
higher rate of child accidents than 

anywhere else in Scotland.”
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Scottish Planning Policy & National Planning 
Framework

The Scottish Government has published its draft 
Planning Policy and National Planning Framework. 
Both documents are being updated in line with the 
Scottish Government’s objective to place more 
emphasis on jobs and economic benefits to help 
deliver sustainable economic growth.

The Scottish Government is clear that it wants future 
planning decisions to give significant weight to the 
economic benefits of proposed developments. This is 
an approach that the Chamber, and its members, have 
been advocating for a number of years.

Both policy documents also pledge to revive town 
centres. This will be particularly welcomed by 
Chamber members in this region, who do not believe 
that Aberdeen City Centre reflects the region’s 
international status.

The National Planning Framework also identifies 
a number of developments they regard as being of 
national significance. These developments include; 
Aberdeen Harbour, the proposed carbon capture 
storage demonstration site at Peterhead, and 
improvements to Aberdeen International Airport.  The 
Chamber welcomed the recognition from the Scottish 
Government for these projects.  We will be submitting 
a full response to both draft documents so if you have 
any comment on the plans please contact Rachel 
Elliott from the policy team.

Marischal Square Plans

As members will be aware, Aberdeen City Council 
selected its preferred bidder for its redevelopment of 
the current St Nicholas House site at the beginning of 
May.  Chamber members have repeatedly expressed 
the view that the city centre does not reflect the 
international status of the region.  While proposals 
to regenerate this part of the city centre will be 
welcomed, the city council should recognise that this 
development will only be one component of work that 
is needed to make the city centre more attractive. 

The council will soon begin a six-week period of 
consultation on the plans, and the policy team are 
keen to hear from members about their views. Please 
contact james.bream@agcc.co.uk to comment.

People Driving Growth

As outlined in the Chief Executive’s comments last 
month, the Chamber published research which 
showed that over 70% of businesses in this region 
expect to grow over the next three years. The policy

team has been using the research over the last few 
weeks to lobby the Chamber’s local politicians on the 
importance of addressing the external factors which 
limit businesses ability to grow.

Kevin Stewart MSP referred to the research during 
the debate on youth employment, and the Chamber 
will continue to lobby on the external issues such as 
transport, access to housing and creating an attractive 
city centre, which will encourage more people to live 
and work in this region. 

Aberdeen Airport & APD

Good air connections are one of the main transport 
issues facing this region, and Heathrow Airport plays 
a vital role in maximising this region’s contribution 
to the rest of the world. Future economic growth 
in this region depends on a significant increase in 
airport capacity at Heathrow to provide international 
connectivity for passengers and goods. 

It was therefore welcomed by the Chamber, and 
Aberdeen International Airport, that the House 
of Commons Transport Committee called for the 
government to build a third runway at Heathrow, as 
part of a comprehensive aviation strategy for the UK

A third runway at Heathrow would be good news for 
the North-east as it would ease the current pressure 
on air slots between Aberdeen and Heathrow. Greater 
capacity will facilitate international trade, encourage 
inward investment, attract tourists and ultimately 
increase employment, and the Chamber will continue 
to lobby for the delivery of a new runway.

The Roads to Growth?

Congestion around this region is another transport 
problem facing members who receive, deliver or 
move goods. Previous research done by the Chamber 
has shown that that almost a third of members had 
experienced unacceptable delays due to congestion.

The Chamber has pushed for investment in the 
infrastructure over recent years, and it is pleasing that 
this pressure now appears to be paying dividends. 
We were pleased to welcome the publication of the 
proposals for dualling the A96, and to see contract 
notices published for the delivery of the Third Don 
Crossing and Dyce Drive improvements.

Delivery of these projects, along with progress on the 
AWPR and Balmedie to Tipperty dualling will be a 
very welcome first step in tackling the congestion and 
poor journey times which cost businesses money and 
hampers further growth in this region.

Chamber Policy Update
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Rising business confidence in the region was 
highlighted in the latest AGCC Oil and Gas Survey 
launched at the Chamber offices in May.

In line with other research, the 18th survey shows 
that we are now in a period of increasing business 
confidence, investment and activity. 

With high employment in the region and high average 
earnings, the sector is continuing to have a positive 
impact on the local economy. The strong set of survey 
results confirm optimism about the near future, with 
the sector in good health with capacity being utilised 
and the workforce increasing. 

There is also evidence of a significant increase in R&D 
investment intentions from 2012. Further analysis, 
however, shows this does not appear to be translating 
through to activity and a question mark remains over 
the longevity and sustainability of the current high 
level of investment and activity beyond 2015/16. 

The survey shows that the region will have to work 
hard to maintain current success. The People Driving 
Growth survey for North-east Business Week had 
identified that over 70% of enterprises based in the 
North-east plan to grow but improvements to the 
housing supply, transport links and the city centre are 
needed to deliver this growth. The Oil and Gas survey 
reflects these concerns, with 36% of contractors rating 
“local infrastructure” as a constraint to growth.

Recent announcements on key elements of the fiscal 
regime in the UKCS are providing better conditions 
for investment, although this is not yet seen as a 
stable regime. Access to capital and finance remains 
a challenge for smaller companies, commodity prices 
in the supply chain are adding to rising costs, and 
staff and skills shortages continue to be a significant 
constraint on growth.

A question introduced to the survey last year asked 
whether the 2014 referendum in Scotland was a factor 
in future plans and investment proposals. The number 
identifying this as a factor has grown slightly from 
32% to 38%. This modest increase would be expected 
to increase if the oil and gas industry continues to 
play such a prominent part in the respective political 
campaigns. 

The Oil and Gas survey was established in 2004 and 
provides an authoritative view on what is happening 
in a sector which plays a vital economic role for 
businesses in the North-east.

It is developed in collaboration with the University of 
Strathclyde’s Fraser of Allander Institute and is the 
third to be delivered with the support of sponsors 
Bond Dickinson (formerly Bond Pearce).

For more information, or to obtain a copy of the report, 
please contact emma.moulden@agcc.co.uk

AS the UK’s leading R&D tax credit specialist, Jumpstart 
is exclusively focused on helping companies make 
successful claims.  

Introduced in 2000, R&D tax credits are the Government’s 
way of encouraging exciting new products and services. 
Why? Because by helping to reduce some of the financial 
risk for technology companies, the Government hopes 
they’ll find new and innovative techniques to make the 
UK more competitive internationally.

Who is eligible?

The Government’s R&D tax credits scheme isn’t just for 
companies with R&D departments and people in white coats.

Indeed, you may be surprised to discover that any 
company that spends money trying to improve a product 
or service through a technological advance, using qualified 
staff and appropriate project controls, and where there’s 
doubt about the project’s success, is likely to be eligible.

Over 6,600 SMEs and 1,760 Large Companies are 
already claiming more than £980m each year in R&D 
tax relief from HMRC, but many more thousands aren’t.

Is your company one of them?

How can Chamber members benefit?

From April 2012, companies have been able to deduct up 
to 225% of qualifying expenditure when calculating their 
profit for tax purposes. What’s more, they can claim R&D 
tax relief on expenditure that’s up to three years old.

The precise size of the tax credit will depend on the 
size of the company, its tax rate and how many of their 
activities are eligible. Smaller companies, for example, 
can claim at a higher rate and qualify for extra financial 
support if they’re loss making.

How do Chamber members make a claim?

Chamber members can make a claim themselves – by 
compiling a detailed technical report and exhaustive 
financial documentation. HMRC provides plenty of 
guidance and advice – it runs to several hundred pages 
in fact.

Or they could leave it to Jumpstart, safe in the 
knowledge that if they don’t ultimately qualify for R&D 
tax credits they won’t pay Jumpstart a thing.

Jumpstart has a proven track record in making 
successful R&D tax credit claims. They know what to 
claim, how to claim and, perhaps most importantly of 
all, the many pitfalls to avoid.

Visit www.jumpstartuk.co.uk or phone O131 240 2900, 
quoting Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce.

18th Oil & Gas Survey Focus on Members’ Benefits
This month we focus on Jumpstart, a helping hand in 
securing R&D tax credits
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Aberdeen-based Deep Casing Tools has received £2.1 million 
funding from the Scottish Loan Fund.

The market outlook for the oil and gas services industry is 
extremely positive with a shift in focus to both unconventional 
assets and more challenging assets in increasingly deeper 
water and harsher working environments.

The funding will enable Deep Casing Tools to exploit this 
market opportunity and support the development of 
operations in the USA and Middle East.  

Lance Davis, CEO of Deep Casing Tools, said: “This funding 
announcement is very important, not only to provide the 
working capital to invest in inventory and people, it also 
marks the confirmation of the company moving from early 
stage to commercial growth.”

UK fashion designer and entrepreneur Wayne Hemingway 
founder of iconic fashion brand Red or Dead, will be the 
guest speaker at this year’s Grampian Awards for Business 
Excellence.

The awards, organised by Enterprise North East Trust and 
sponsored by the Royal Bank of Scotland, are in their 14th 
year.

More than 400 businesses and entrepreneurs from 
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire registered for the awards with 
31 securing finalist positions for the 10 award categories.
The event will be held on June 27 at Mercure Aberdeen 
Ardoe House Hotel.

Investment highlights 
optimistic outlook

Red or Dead founder to 
host awards

It's time to activ8 your business: 
online HR tools to improve your 
business efficiency. www.activpayroll.com
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Remembering Piper Alpha
Conference reflects on evolution of offshore safety

AT 10PM on Wednesday, July 6, 1988, the first explosion took 
place sparking a series of events which turned the Piper Alpha 
platform, with 226 men on board, into an inferno.

Within 22 minutes the platform was engulfed and 167 men 
died including two crewmen of a rescue vessel.

The horrifying memories of that summer night are permanently 
etched in the minds of not only those directly involved but 
everyone in any way linked with the oil and gas sector at the 
time.

A new generation has now entered the industry for whom 
Piper Alpha may not have the same significance and who may 
not appreciate the legacy which those 167 lost souls left - the 
most robust safety regime in the world.

But the loss of 11 lives and the largest oil spill in US history 
in the Deepwater Horizon tragedy in the Gulf of Mexico in 
2010 graphically demonstrated that there can be no room for 
complacency.

Later this month a major conference will be held in Aberdeen 
to reflect on the lessons learnt from Piper Alpha, review how 
far offshore safety has evolved since then and to reinforce 
industry commitment to continuous improvement.

A quarter of a century on from the tragedy Piper 25 will be a 
three-day event held at Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference 
Centre from June 18-20.

The keynote speaker will be Lord Cullen of Whitekirk who 
chaired the 180-day investigation into the tragedy and laid 
foundations for the safety of the industry into the 21st century.

Lord Cullen will talk about the approach he took in the inquiry 
and his methodology in deciding what to investigate and how 
far to pursue different strands of the investigation.

“The Piper Alpha disaster led to changes in the framework 
within which offshore safety requires to be managed,” he 
said. “But the achievement of safety is critically dependent 
on leadership in its management and on motivation of the 
workforce, and thereby a positive and learning culture.”

He will emphasise the fundamental importance of a positive 
safety culture as part of the control of major hazards. He will tell 
around 700 delegates that the quality of safety management 
is crucial and that it remains critical that leadership in safety is 
actively demonstrated by managers at all levels. He will discuss 
the challenge for leaders, as he sees it, focusing on: process 
safety; continually reviewing the arrangements for hazard 
control; ensuring effective communications; and turning safety 
aspirations into reality.

He is also expected to talk about the importance of having 
a strong focus on giving the workforce a leading role in their 
own safety, drawing attention to the importance of valuing and 
properly training elected safety representatives.

Robert Paterson, Health And Safety Director for Oil & Gas UK, 
said: “Lord Cullen’s report made 106 recommendations which 
have since transformed the way safety is managed offshore. 
There is no doubt that Piper Alpha was a wake-up call for the oil 
and gas industry and the public inquiry which followed helped 
steer the industry on a path of continuous improvement.

“We can never be complacent and I hope the Piper 25 
conference will not only be an opportunity to remind ourselves 
of this tragedy and how far we’ve come, but to galvanise our 

THE PIPER ALPHA MEMORIAL IN ABERDEEN’S HAZLEHEAD PARK
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resolve to keep on improving and to ensure a disaster like Piper 
Alpha can never happen again.

“This will be a memorial to the people who died so tragically 
but also to the legacy they left in terms of the successful 
regime we have in place and one which countries around the 
world try to emulate.

“However the safety regime itself 
hasn’t stood still because over the 
last 25 years we have learned many 
things. Some of the elements in the 
first Offshore Installations (Safety 
Case) Regulations in 1992 did not 
stand the test of time, were revoked, 
and new ones established in 2005. 
This was to reflect our growing knowledge and understanding 
of the management of major hazards.”

He said people in the industry now, who are under 40, would 
only have been 15 or less at the time of the tragedy and unless 
they lived in Aberdeen it might have had little impact on them 
so there was a need to remind the world about Piper Alpha.

“All the major hazards which existed at the time of Piper Alpha 
are still there today such as hydrocarbons at high pressure and 
the potential for ship collision. We manage the chance of that 
sort of things happening much better now than we did at the 
time of Piper Alpha; but everyone has to realise that attention 
and constant vigilance, indeed a state of chronic unease, is 
very important in maintaining the high standards of safety that 
we have now.”

He said it has become increasingly clear that human factors 
and behaviours were very significant underlying causes in any 
incident. 

“Several years ago Step Change in Safety produced personal 
responsibility for safety guidance and it has continued to 
produce further guidance to draw people’s attention to what 
can go wrong and how things may be mitigated to ensure 
people remain vigilant. More recently Step Change has 
produced human factors guidance supported by real examples 
from incidents occurring offshore.

“Human factors are certainly a hard challenge to manage but 
that’s why we make sure there are multiple barriers in place so 
we are not in a position where a single failure by an individual 
could result in a major accident.”

There has been significant demand for the 700 places at 
the conference for which 10% of the places are being made 
available free to safety representatives.

In parallel with the main conference is a workforce engagement 
event being run jointly by Step Change and the Health and 
Safety Executive.

“That separate, but parallel event is reaching out to the whole 
of the wider workforce and not just safety representatives; it is 
free to attend for anyone,” he said.

“Lord Cullen has reflected on other major accidents worldwide 
and he’s going to talk about the half-dozen key lessons for 
senior managers in preventing major accidents and he will 
bring a valuable insight to that.

“There will be a reflection on what has been achieved but the 
conference is mostly looking forward to what needs to be 
done – what are the key issues in the areas on which we need 
to focus in this industry that  has another 30 to 40 years of life 
in the North Sea.

“We want to make sure that throughout that time people can 
go home safely and that we don’t get releases of hydrocarbons 
which may lead to a major incidents of any kind.  We want 
to raise our level of vigilance, make sure complacency is not 
creeping into our thinking and particularly to influence some of 
the younger people. We need to reach out to younger people. 

We don’t want to give them the 
impression everything was sorted 
out before they came to this industry. 
We hand over a legacy and we need 
them to continue to manage safety 
in the way that safety has been 
managed for the last 25 years.”

Bob Keiller, chief executive of Wood 
Group, has been confirmed as the 

after-dinner speaker the conference.

As well as Lord Cullen the conference speakers include:

•	 Judith Hackitt CBE, Chair, Health and Safety Executive
•	 Jake Molloy, RMT Regional Organiser, National Union of 

Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers
•	 Bob Fryar, Executive Vice President, Safety & Operational 

Risk, BP
•	 Professor Andrew Hopkins, Australian National University
•	 The Hon. Mr Justice Haddon-Cave QC, Chair for the review 

of the wider issues surrounding the loss of the Nimrod 
aircraft

•	 John Bresland, Past Chairman of the U.S. Chemical Safety 
& Hazard Investigation Board

•	 Jane Cutler, Chief Executive Officer, National Offshore 
Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management 
Authority (NOPSEMA)

•	 Miranda Taylor, Director Safety, Environment & Skills, 
Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration 
Association (APPEA)

•	 Thad W. Allen, Executive Vice President, Booz Allen 
Hamilton, Former Commandant US Coast Guard (Incident 
Commander, Deepwater Horizon response)

•	 Steve Walker, Head of Strategic Interventions, Health & 
Safety Executive, Energy Division

•	 Geoff Holmes, Chief Executive Officer, Talisman Sinopec 
Energy UK Limited

“The achievement of safety is 
critically dependent on leadership in 
its management and on motivation 
of the workforce, and thereby a 

positive and learning culture.”

Lord Cullen of Whitekirk
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On November 28, the BCC will be 
holding its 10th annual Chamber 
Awards in central London to recognise 
and reward business success across 
the UK.  The Awards are open for entry 
until June 28 and regional winners will 
be announced on September 20.  The 
Awards categories are:

•	 Online Business of the Year
•	 Most Promising New Business
•	 Exporter of the Year
•	 Excellence in Innovation
•	 Commitment to People 

Development
•	 Marketing Campaign of the Year
•	 Outstanding Personal Achievement
•	 The Sustainability Award
•	 Chamber of the Year
•	 Excellence in International Trade 

Services
•	 Excellence in Membership Services
•	 Award for Most Effective 

Campaigning

2012 saw Aberdeen & Grampian 
Chamber of Commerce member, Elan 
Hair Design, claim the British Chamber’s 
Sustainability Award.  Elan Hair Design, 
which employs 14 people in Inverurie, 
beat off competition from hundreds of 
companies from across Britain to bring 
the prestigious title back to North-east 
Scotland.  The company impressed 
judges with the way it has instilled a 
culture of sustainability right across 
the business, investing £250,000 into 
creating what is believed to be the UK’s 
most eco-friendly hair salon.

For more information, please 
visit the Awards website at www.
chamberawards.co.uk.

Independent oil and gas service 
company QTEC enjoyed its most 
successful year in its 21-year history.

The Aberdeen-based firm, which 
provides audit and drilling fluid-
handling and containment services to 
oil and gas operators, grew its turnover 
for last year to £4.5million, 75% higher 
than 2011.  

Staff numbers at the firm also rose from 
20 to 36 during 2012 and after opening 
offices in the United States in 2011 the 
first member of staff to be based in the 
country full-time as appointed.

General manager Bill Walkingshaw 
said:  “QTEC made solid progress 
during 2012 in terms of growth and we 
secured important contracts such as 
work on a Pakistan land drilling project 
and our first job in Norwegian waters.

“The outlook for 2013 is very upbeat.  
There is a lot of confidence in the 
market just now, which is reinforced by 
the long-term global outlook.  Around 
90% of our work is carried out overseas 
and the international market offers 
great potential for us and we have 
plans to develop our overseas offering 
during the coming year.”

Knight Property Group is to invest 
£30million in the former Capital 
Theatre.

The listed building dates back to 1933 
and is to be restored and refurbished 
to create approximately 70,000 square 
feet of prime, city centre office space.

The building, which is being 
redeveloped on a speculative basis, will 
be the largest city centre new-build 
office scheme under construction.

The Capitol was among the first 
British cinemas in the Moderne style 
and was considered to be Aberdeen’s 
most prestigious and luxurious venue. 
The innovative design was heavily 
influenced by contemporary European 
cinemas and theatres, such as the

Savoy in London. The theatre hosted 
annual pantomime seasons, regular live 
shows and concerts. More recently, the 
building was a bar and a nightclub. 

Knight Property Group is consulting 
with Aberdeen City Council and 
Historic Scotland to establish the areas 
which form part of the original art 
deco features within the building to be 
retained and restored. 

As part of the redevelopment plans, 
Knight Property Group plans to install 
an escalator to link the art deco front 
of house with a new glass tower. The 
exterior of the building will be restored, 
paying specific attention to the front 
of the building and restoration of the 
former canopy.

Elysian Capital I,LP, the independent 
private equity fund specialising in the 
UK lower mid-market has acquired, 
in conjunction with management, 
Aberdeen based Axis Well Technology 
Ltd, the industry leading oil and gas 
consultancy. 

Axis Well Technology Limited is an 
independent provider of oil and gas 
consultancy services to the upstream 
oil and gas sector. Since it was 
established in 2001 by Jim Anderson, 
Axis has grown from its well testing 
focus to become an industry leader 
of integrated in-demand consultancy 
services throughout the well life 
cycle in well testing; well intervention; 
completions; petroleum engineering; 
oil and gas production optimisation; 
subsurface and project management. 

Based in Aberdeen, the company 
is an outsourcer to predominantly 
independent oil and gas service 
companies operating in the North Sea 
region and increasingly around the 
world.

In the year to January 2013, turnover 
reached a record £21.1m from 
approximately 150 employees and 
consultants. The transaction will enable 
Jim Anderson and his management 
team to invest in the continued 
growth of the business with expansion 
overseas together with a widening of 
its service offering.

Chamber Awards 
2013

www.MAC-L.com
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Aberdeen academics are set to 
collaborate with a developer, architect 
and the construction industry to create 
cutting-edge, environmentally-friendly 
housing north of Aberdeen. 

By adopting a fabric-first approach 
– where the building materials and 
construction techniques focus on 
energy efficiency – the aim is to create 
homes with reduced energy needs 
resulting in lower running costs and 
carbon footprint.

Funding has been approved for a 
feasibility study to support the project 
to develop energy-efficient, mainstream 
and affordable homes at Blackdog 
within Energetica – Scotland’s energy 
corridor.

Energetica represents a 25-year vision 
to create a sustainable development 
corridor between Bridge of Don and 
Peterhead which will serve as a global 
showcase for energy technology 
development and energy efficiency. 
Energetica is a flagship Aberdeen City 
and Shire Economic Future (ACSEF) 
project.

Funding of £10,000 from ACSEF has 
been approved for the feasibility study 
which will explore the use of innovative 
materials in the design and construction 
of housing that will be affordable in 
terms of construction and running 
costs while having aesthetic value and 
offering modern living space using 
techniques that can be easily adopted 
by the entire construction industry.

The Robert Gordon University’s Scott 
Sutherland School of Architecture & 
Built Environment is working on the 
project in conjunction with Blackdog 
farmer Colin Tawse, architect William 
Lippe and Scotframe Timber Systems 
via its Val-U-Therm innovative 
construction system.

The intention is initially to deliver 
40 houses within the Blackdog 
development, north of Aberdeen, which 
will be subjected to standard modelling 
and extensive pre and post occupation 
evaluations to assess their energy 
efficiency through both the technologies 
used and the way that people live in the 
houses. It is believed this study will be 
the first of its kind in Scotland and its 
results will influence future buildings 
on the site and, hopefully, the wider 
construction industry.

Schools in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire 
are to benefit from reduced transport 
costs after service provider Technip 
agreed a unique partnership with a 
North-east coach operator.

Newmachar-based Whytes Coaches 
has secured a contract with the 
international oil and gas company to 
provide transport for employees based 
at its Westhill office complex.

As part of that agreement, Technip has 
agreed to allow vehicles assigned to 
its service to also be utilised by local 
schools in an innovative scheme to 
subsidise trips for children.

Two 49-seat coaches contracted 
to Technip by Whytes will be made 
available for schools to pre-book at 
a discounted rate of £49 for a single 
trip within Aberdeen, a significant 
saving on standard rates and designed 
to cover costs rather than generate a 
profit.

The race is on to find the country’s most 
environmentally-aware businesses in 
the 14th year of  the Vision in Business 
for the Environment of Scotland 
Awards (VIBES).

VIBES is Scotland’s leading 
environmental awards scheme and aims 
to recognise businesses of all sizes and 
sectors employing environmental best 
practice in their day-to-day activity to 
cut down on resource use, increase 
sustainability, improve reputation and 
benefit the company’s bottom-line.

The free-to-enter awards have 
produced winners from across 
Scotland, drawn from a range of 
sectors including: manufacturing; 
food and drink; transport; oil and gas; 
environmental services and leisure. 

Gillian Bruce, VIBES chair, said: “The 
aim of VIBES is to recognise businesses 
operating in Scotland which are 
trying to help make the country more 
environmentally aware and are working 
towards Scotland’s 2020 carbon 
reduction targets.

“All our awards are judged on set 

criteria which focus on commitment 
and innovation as well as environmental 
and economic benefit.

VIBES is a strategic partnership 
between Energy Saving Trust, Green 
Business Partnership, Highlands and 
Islands Enterprise, Scottish Enterprise, 
Scottish Environment Protection 
Agency, Scottish Government, Scottish 
Water and Zero Waste Scotland.

The deadline for this year’s entries is 
Friday July 5 at 5pm.

Aberdeen Harbour Board achieved 
record vessel activity in 2012 and 
record levels of cargo passing through 
the port.

Overall vessel tonnage handled by the 
port increased by 8%, from 25.91 million 
tonnes in 2011, to 28.19 million tonnes 
in 2012. The Harbour also saw an 8% 
increase in cargo handled from 4.76 
million tonnes in 2011 to 5.14 million 
tonnes in 2012. 

As a result, Aberdeen Harbour’s annual 
turnover increased by 13% to £27.37 
million from £24.06 million in 2011, 
recording a retained profit of £7.46 
million.

Aberdeen Harbour chief executive 
Colin Parker said: “These results 
underpin Aberdeen Harbour’s 
importance to the north east economy. 
The level of revenue assists the Board 
in its continued investment in existing 
facilities and ongoing maintenance of 
current infrastructure. As a Trust Port 
all profits are retained and reinvested 
back into projects that will allow us 
to achieve this. We continue with a 
strategy of continuous improvement 
and that means we are well equipped 
to meet the needs of our customers 
and play our part in attracting new 
business to Aberdeen.”

Green home 
study for 
Blackdog

An unlikely 
relationship

Environmentally 
friendly companies 
wanted

Record levels for 
port
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Health and Safety - 
Help or Hindrance?

We deal with health and safety on a daily basis and what is really important  is common 
sense and conversations. Health and safety should be about communication, not bits of 

paper. Pieces of paper will not save people’s lives but treating them like grown ups and managing 
the risks will.
I think a lot of the bad press for health and safety comes from the public sector and tends to be 
driven by insurance companies’ requirements and concerns as opposed to legal requirements – 
it is an easy excuse to blame health and safety. There are many myths which are absolutely not 
required by health and safety such as children being banned from playing conkers unless they are 
wearing goggles and hanging baskets being banned in case people bump their heads on them.
We need to get back to basics for our communication - speaking to each other face to face rather 
than doing everything by email.

Donna Hutchinson, QuEnSH Specialists Limited, a Quality, Environmental, Safety and Health Consultancy

Guy Bromby, Director, ThinJack Ltd

The UK has much the best safety practice at work.  In other countries with different safety 
standards our teams offshore need the capability to assess new risks and apply simple 

control measures.  So our risk assessment training is helpful and is applied when working on 
old and weak oil platform decks and accessing them from crane baskets, rope swings and 
supply boats – sometimes ladders have no “back scratchers.”  Sadly, UK-based safety courses 
for international technicians often avoid such overseas practices but clearly people need to 
understand a technique before it is used.  
Inflexible processes may unwittingly create unintended hazards elsewhere, eg technicians 
working late on paperwork for the third time, may not be in the best state to stand back and 
observe new hazards tomorrow.  A utopian process would focus on reducing the likelihood that 
an accident can happen, rather than avoiding legal retribution if it does.

Bert McIntosh, Chairman/Managing Director, McIntosh Plant Hire (Aberdeen) Limited

You can almost guarantee that every day HSE issues will arise during company operations 
and most risk assessments and method statements say that if a duty is considered unsafe 

the operation should be stopped. But does a test certification tag breaking away from any part 
of a lifting apparatus becomes a safety issue? – I say no but it happens.
Such decisions are fortunately few and far between but can cost thousands of pounds an hour.
If an employee, entirely as a result of his own negligence, suffers a minor injury but is detained in 
hospital this starts a trail of paperwork and records to HSE.
To me this is unnecessary, a hindrance to already overworked staff and needs reviewing. However 
claims experts are never far away, offering services and on a no-win, no-fee basis. Whatever 
happens, the boss loses out because defending such a case can cost a significant amount of 
money and time.
The majority of HSE inspectors are understanding and there does appear to have been a change 
for the better recently to resolve minor issues in a sensible way.

THERE ARE 
SIX SIDES
TO OUR

STORY

VISIT  
THE ALL  
NEW 
XIC.COM

 MARKETING
 CREATIVE
 PRINT
 REPROGRAPHICS
 SAFETY MATERIAL
 TENDER ENHANCEMENT
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Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce in partnership with Bond Dickinson welcomed attendees to the 
18th Oil & Gas Survey Launch held 13 May

(L-R) Cliff Lockyer (University of Strathclyde), Bob Collier (AGCC), 
and Kenny Paton (Bond Dickinson) (L-R) Nicola Burnett, Chloe Mann, and Barbara Polson of Bond 

Dickinson

(L-R) Alistair Reid, Emma Moulden (AGCC), Tom Nolan, Padraig 
McCloskey

The Inaugural Vanguard Dinner – Leaders Driving Growth, took place on Monday April 22, 2013 during North 
East Business Week at the Marcliffe Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

James Bream (AGCC, centre) and other attendees listen to the 
presentation

A new series of dinner events for leaders of the North-east economy, bringing together decision 
makers from across the region.

(L-R) Andy Willox OBE (FSB), Melfort Campbell (IMES Group), 
Johan Andreas Johansen (Statoil) (L-R) Edel Harris (Cornerstone), Gary McEwan (ENET), 

Larraine Boorman (OPITO)
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Chamber 
Diary

Business Breakfast Principal Sponsor: 

Business Breakfast Associate Sponsors: 
Regeneration and Placemaking Sponsor:

Speed Networking Sponsor:Exporting Food and Drink to China Sponsors:

JUNE EVENT TIME VENUE

Tue 4 Introduction to Export Rules (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Wed 5 Business Breakfast 7 - 9am Thistle Airport Hotel

Wed 5 Improve Your Professional Confidence (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Wed 5 PAs Guide to Personal Effectiveness (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Mon 10 Accident/Incident Investigation Reporting (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Tue 11 Cash is King - Effective Cash Control (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Wed 12 Skills Network Breakfast 8am - 10am AECC

Thu 13 Decommissioning - Breaking Down the Challenge 7am - 9am Doubletree by Hilton, 
Aberdeen

Fri 14 Exporting Food and Drink to China 11.45am - 2pm AGCC

Thu 20 Motivation and Delegation (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Fri 21 Social Media to Increase Profits (Training) 9.30am - 12.30pm AGCC

Mon 24 Communication and Interpersonal Skills (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Mon 24 Marketing for Business (Training) (2 Days) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Tue 25 Taking Notes and Minutes (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Tue 25 Speed Networking 11.45am - 2pm The Tippling House

Wed 26 AGM 2013 4.30pm - 6.30pm AGCC

Thu 27 Chamber Golf Challenge 11.30am - 6pm Trump International Golf 
Links

Fri 28 Regeneration and Placemaking 11.45am - 2pm Lighthouse Museum, 
Fraserburgh

and 

Litho Print | Digital Print | Signs & Labels | Exhibition & Display | Promotional Gifts

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate, 
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk   

www.compassprint.co.uk

For ALL your print 
and promotional 
requirements 

Regeneration and Placemaking 
in association with:

AGM 2013 Sponsor:
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On the move

Power and automation technology company ABB has 
appointed Troy Stewart as head of service for its oil, gas 
and petrochemical business in the UK and Caspian regions. 
The growth in the market is primarily from ABB’s installed 
base as its customers strive to maximise production by 
updating or modifying their automation systems while 
ensuring optimum safety requirements are met.

Aberdeen-based IT services company Skibo Technologies 
Ltd has made two key appointments to its fast-growing 
digital forensic division.
George Marshall and Peter Scott have joined Skibo as 
digital forensic analysts.
The two positions have been created by Skibo in response 
to growing demand for its portfolio of highly specialised 
information security services. The company, which employs 
34 people, predicts the division will grow rapidly over 
the next 12 months as more customers seek assistance in 
investigating security breaches.
Mr Marshall, who is a qualified IT forensics examiner, comes 
to Skibo from his previous role in corporate security at 
insurance organisation, Aviva. He initially worked in IT 
support services before moving to the company’s internal 
investigations team, which was responsible for probing 
allegations of financial crime, corruption and bribery.
Mr Scott was a serving police officer for 36 years and latterly 
was part of a unit responsible for investigating e-crimes. He 
is a surveillance and intelligence specialist, and has particular 
expertise in the investigation of mobile devices. 

Hydrasun has 
appointed Steve 
Hanson as business 
development manager 
to drive the company’s 
sales growth plans 
in the subsea market 
both in the UK and 
overseas.
Mr Hanson joins 
Hydrasun from 
Parker’s SnapTite 
Autoclave division, 
one of Hydrasun’s key 
suppliers, and brings 
with him more than 33 
years’ experience in 
the global oil and gas 
industry.
He has established a successful track record with oil 
and gas customers in Northern Europe, the Middle East, 
the Caspian and Africa with extensive experience of 
developing sales within the North American marketplace 
having been based in Houston for several years.  

Legal firm Simpson & Marwick has appointed four 
experienced partners to its employment law team.
The four - Stephen Miller, Graham Mitchell, Gina Wilson 
and Frances Ross all join from MacRoberts and will cover 
Scotland and the UK from Simpson & Marwick’s Glasgow 
office.
Sandy Kemp, Solicitor Advocate and Partner at Simpson 
& Marwick, said: “We believe that this is the most 
significant development in the field of employment 
law in Scotland in recent years. Adding a combined 30 
years of industry experience will significantly enhance 
the practice, enable us to address the growing demand 
for our services and give us the strongest and most 
comprehensive employment law team in the country.”

Aberdeen Harbour Board has appointed its first External 
Relations Director to its Executive Team as the port looks to 
continue its growth and infrastructure development plans.
Chris Bain, whose primary role will be to enhance the 
ongoing engagement process for Aberdeen Harbour as it 
pursues a number of major projects, brings with her nearly 
20 years experience in the transport and energy sectors.George Marshall and Peter Scott, Skibo Technologies

Steve Hanson, Hydrasun
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Richard Scott, Pinsent Masons

BusinessPort, which provides business management 
systems in safety critical sectors has made several key 
appointments to help with its continued growth.
Andrew Hall has been made operations director, Mirielle 
Taylor has been appointed marketing manager and Colin 
Brown operations coordinator.

Burnett & Reid LLP, Aberdeen’s longest established legal 
practice has appointed Margot Sinclair as a partner in the 
agricultural department of the firm and Tom Rennie as a 
consultant in the corporate and commercial department. 
Margot Sinclair has been with Burnett & Reid for nearly 10 
years and Tom Rennie joins the firm from Peterkins where 
he was the head of their corporate team.

Aberdeen-based oilfield services firm Coretrax Technology 
Limited has appointed Jim Hepburn as operations manager 
to focus on the planning, development and execution of 
wellbore cleanup and displacement.

Paradigm Drilling 
Services, which is 
based at Thainstone, 
near Inverurie, has 
appointed Raymond 
Ross as group 
marketing manager 
and Ian Thow as 
m a n u f a c t u r i n g 
manager, increasing 
the North-east team 
to 42.

The Ardoe House Hotel and Spa has promoted former event 
sales manager Claire Thomson to hotel sales manager and 
has appointed Lauren Craigie as sales support coordinator.

Aberdeen & Grampian 
Chamber of Commerce has 
appointed Joanna Fraser 
as Membership and Media 
Communications Team 
Leader. A CIPR member 
and experienced former 
journalist, her role includes 
making the most of all 
available communication 
channels to offer the 
greatest benefit and value 
to members of the Chamber. 

International law firm Pinsent Masons has strengthened its 
Aberdeen team with the appointment of a new partner and 
legal director.
Richard Scott, who advises across a wide range of banking 
and finance matters, has been promoted to partner while 
senior associate Neil Hehir takes up a legal director role, 
specialising in UK and 
international oil and 
gas projects.
Other promotions to 
partner include Scott 
Johnston (Energy and 
Natural Resources/
Construction) and 
Chris McGarvey and Ian 
Stubbs (both  Energy 
and Infrastructure/
Projects).

Colin Brown, Mirielle Taylor and 
Andrew Hall of BusinessPort

Jim Hepburn, Coretrax Technology Limited

Ian Thow and Raymond Ross, 
Paradigm Drilling Services

Joanna Fraser, Aberdeen 
& Grampian Chamber of 

Commerce
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Banchory Lodge Hotel
Hotel & Dining
Dee Street
Banchory
AB31 5HS
t: 01330 822625
w: www.banchorylodge.com
e: enquiries@banchorylodge.com
c: Amanda Aitken - Front of House Manager

BUPA
The UK’s largest private health care provider 
of private health care, dental, cash plans, 
travel, health assessments to everyone 
from individuals, SME (from 2 members) 
to corporate clients. We are a not for profit 
organisation who focus purely on our 
Members Health.
Willow House, Unit 3
Pinetrees
Chertsey Lane
Staines
TW18 3DZ
t: 07715 853516
w: www.bupa.com
e: dianne.gardiner@bupa.com
c: Dianne Gardiner - Business Development 
Manager

CBRE Ltd
A global leader in real estate services with 
37,000 employees in 332 offices in 42 
countries.
No. 1 St Swithin Row
Aberdeen
AB10 6DL
t: 01224 219000
w: www.cbre.com
e: david.holman@cbre.com
c: David Holman - National Lease Consultancy

Centre for Energy, Petroleum & Mineral Law 
& Policy
Provider of natural resource degree 
programmes
University of Dundee
Dundee
DD1 4HN
t: 01382 384300
w: www.cepmlp.org
e: c.kohgrieve@dundee.ac.uk
c: Hugh Gunn - Prof. Training and Marketing 
Admin

Dolphin Drilling Ltd
Drilling Company
Howe Moss Drive
Kirkhill Industrial Estate
Aberdeen
AB21 0GL
t: 01224 411411
e: james.brown@dolphin-doc.no
c: John Gammie - Financial Controller

Grampian Utility Services
I help SMEs and one man companies cut 
your business costs, if you work from home 
or from business premises. Let us supply 
your phone and broadband, mobile, gas and 
electricity.
51 Thorngrove Avenue
Aberdeen
AB15 7FG
t: 07837 560027
w: bit.ly/SavewithGeoff
e: geoffwoodger@telecomplus.org.uk
c: Geoff Woodger - Utility Saver

Hardy Oil and Gas plc
Oil & Gas exploration and production Isle of 
Man registered company, main market L.S.E 
listed, all assets offshore India 
16 North Silver Street
Aberdeen
AB10 1RL
t: 01224 612900
w: www.hardyoil.com
e: admin@hardyoil.com
c: Ian MacKenzie - Chief Executive Officer

JB Lockhart & Associates Ltd
Business Training and Consultancy
Enterprise Business Centre
Admiral Court
Poynernook Road
Aberdeen
AB11 5QX
t: 01224 515511
w: www.jblaa.co.uk
e: enquiries@jblaa.co.uk
c: Jeff Lockhart - Managing Director

Lawrence Creative
Graphic design, marketing, web design and 
development and digital marketing agency
One Newton Place
Glasgow
G3 7PR
t: 01413 339009
w: www.lawrencecreative.com
e: keith@lawrencecreative.com
c: Keith Lawrence - Principal

Lesley Davidson Marketing Ltd
A fully integrated marketing, PR and event 
management consultancy with over 25 years 
experience. We work with businesses of every 
size across every sector and are as happy 
organising a major event or rebranding from 
scratch as we are talking to the media about 
your product launch or redesigning your 
website
Forebank
9 Cottown of Balgownie
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB23 8JQ
t: 01224 862894
w: www.ladmarketing.co.uk
e: info@ladmarketing.co.uk
c: Lesley Davidson - Managing Director

Motive Offshore Services Ltd
Manufacture and hire of winches and other 
associated deck machinery
Motive Base
Cairnton Road
Boyndie
Banff
AB45 2LR
t: 01261 843537
w: www.motive-offshore.com
e: info@motive-services.com
c: Sarah Ritchie - HR Administrator

PRISM (Public Relations Incorporating Sport 
& Media)
Public Relations consultancy
6 Stoneyhill Terrace
Cove Bay
Aberdeen
AB12 3NE
t: 07710 580148
w: www.prismsportspr.co.uk
c: Dave Macdermid - Owner

Scotjobsnet
A Scottish online Job Board which covers the 
whole of Scotland and every sector/industry
The Pinnacle
Suite D4
160 Bothwell Street
Glasgow
G2 7EA 
t: 08453 664204
w: www.scotjobsnet.co.uk
c: Neil Shannon - Marketing Manager

Shetland Products Ltd
15-20 word description needed
Gremista
Lerwick
ZE1 0PX
t: 01595 741830
w: www.shetland-products.com
c: Wayne Uren - Sales & Logistics

Spear Engineering Ltd
Hydraulic control systems engineers, high 
pressure test equipment manufacturer, and 
control pressure and temperature component 
testing
Christianhall
Turriff
AB53 5UE
t: 01888 544398
w: www.spearengineering.co.uk
e:  brian@spearengineering.co.uk
c: Brian Montgomery - Managing Director

The Business Partnership Limited
Social enterprise company
Moulsdale House
24D Milton Road East
Edinburgh
EH15 2PP
t: 01316 035040
w: www.thebusinesspartnership.org.uk
e: mary@thebusinesspartnership.org.uk
c: Mary Johnstone Young - Accountant

Xenubis
Xenubis provides market leading technology, 
satellite airtime, training and consultancy 
solutions through a unique blend of 
commercial, military and government subject 
matter specialists that form our team.
87a High Street
The Old Town
Hemel Hempstead
HP1 3AH
t: 02081 236454
w: www.xenubis.com
e: info@xenubis.com
c: Justin Fortner - Senior Consultant

NEW MEMBERS  AT THE CHAMBER






